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Report from New Delhi

by Susan Maitra
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India. Although the angels of death
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ciers are Libyan dictator Qaddafi and

many cases, killed.
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Ahmed Ben Bella's Islamic League of

comes from abroad.

Human Rights.

The rapid deterioration of the sit
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The key contact person in the

In several visits to the United

sure on the Indian government. Prime

whole Khalistan affair is an old Sikh,

States, Chauhan also got a sympathet

Minister Indira Gandhi announced

Jagjit Singh Chauhan, who was fi

ic ear from the American Jewish Con

April 7 a decision to curtail her planned
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gress and support from such diehard

seven-day trip through North Africa

cabinet in Punjab in the 1960s. Chau

"anti-communists"
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Helms (R-N.C.). It is not clear how
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sion. Meanwhile, the terrorist acts
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from the United States. He has cer

have incensed Hindus in states neigh
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boring Punjab, and riots between Sikhs

British theoreticians such as Ne

of Naxalites located in Canada as well

and Hindus have been periodically

ville Maxwell and Gordon Lawrence,

as in Europe. Some of them have been

who are eager to see India disinte

smuggled through Nepal (via Kash
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It was thus alarming on April 4

grate, helped Chauhan contact wealthy

mir) and some through Pakistan to

when senior cabinet ministers were

entrepreneurs with large investments

carry out "hits" in Punjab.

cited in India's daily "newspaper of

in Africa. Chauhan started to tour ex

Then there is the Pakistan factor.

record" as having concluded that a

tensively; he was seen, for instance,

Hundreds of tons of surplus opium and

"failure of intelligence" was the "root

in Pakistan in 1971, during the liber

thousands of guns sent to the Afghan
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rebels by the Israelis, Egyptians, and

ity to curb the terrorism. The state

om against India. He also succeeded
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in Afghanistan, found their way out of
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the Punjab problem quickly.
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Behind the terrorist acts which
have spread beyond Punjab borders

United

States,

and

Western

border is a supply point of guns and

Europe.
In this process Chauhan not only
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